There are many people who are fundamentally Satanists, extending all the way from absolute skeptics to people who are Theistic and do truly believe in Satan, to ourselves that are on the Convinced about this side.

Anyone who believes in Satan in a non-reverse xian way, should have in a sense respect and decency. After all, "We" Satanists are not theatrical abominations as society tries to enforce, but we are people who simply think against the herd. The thinking against the herd thinking and abrahamism has layers and levels.

One cannot ignore some basic realities in Satanic thinking that should lead all people who have sanity of instincts into similar if not the same conclusions. People who are Satanists and primarily those of Jewish descent do throw tantrums in regards to the Joy of Satan being "National Socialist". The situation with "National Socialism" is pure and simple, it's the laws of science that can be applied for eugenics to everything living, advocated to be applied onto man. Most Satanic sects do already flirt around these core ideals and have already accepted them, while refusing the name of this. The reasons of such are many, but regardless.

To any person who is sane minded, and looks in nature for answers, the above, despite the propaganda, should seem pretty normal. Everyone wants powerful progeny, or a strong family, yet why some people freak out when these things are extended to the nation and/or the species to follow universal natural laws?

Given the basis of Satanism in the Pagan and Pre-Christian basis of natural thinking, this shouldn't look as an adversity to people, or even if someone is indifferent, it should be left open to at least be understood if some others do take this way very seriously.

Another thing that has to be understood and is of importance for those "Close minded" to these "National Socialist" ideals are concerned, is how Rabbis and many other people who are "Well versed" in Judaism and their own faiths, do actually follow the system the teach others to detest, namely, Eugenics, Applied spirituality, maintenance of culture and racial purity, and strict policies of what we can call politically the "Right Wing" which aim to enforce a powerful standard that sets a better precedent to their racial-tribal survival.
It is only sensible that their sworn enemies are instructed that "Their" version of said systems is purely bunk, immoral, evil, stupid, and whatever else possible to deter them from manifesting a world of contrary morality than the ruling one, which is the Abrahamic morality, created first and foremost by the jews and furthered both by them and others later as the years progressed, creating catastrophic circumstances such as the Middle Ages, present conditions of trashing of life in the Middle East, a complete deterioration of power for people and so forth.

Jews to name one example, do look upon all of you "us" as enemies. Some of them look at us as heretics, some of them look at us as racial enemies (because the majority of jews are highly racist and this is also inherent in Judaism) and others look at you as ideological opponents. All of them look upon you the same way, with slight discrepancies which are normal since jews do abuse and hate their own, on racial-religion standards of compliance that are unheard of in non jews. This is also why many of them defect from this.

The reality is that the reaction to the so called "National Socialism" is just a quite emotionally (or in the case of jews, racially motivated) reaction. The jews themselves follow their own rules of eugenics and spiritual seeking and spirituality without any qualms, but promote violently the opposite to people that they are morally, intellectually, spiritually, and as they say, biologically opposed. This is them saying that, or at least a striking amount of their most studied and intellectual individuals. Any sensible person would be more inclined to listen to the opinion of the head of the Orthodox Rabbis in Jerusalem on calling us "Goyim slaves", than a jew down the street on that one.

You do not like the racial elements in the above? That's "fine". Feel free to rebrand them as you see fit, but do you still also accept the moral elements on the above? It takes a hell of a lot of things to "deny" in order to effectively "DENY" that something is going on.

At which level one accepts it boils down to an acceptance of other general facts. You do not have to take this all the way, many Satanic Sects would be like: "We cannot tolerate religious slavery", and that is fine, and then one needs to make the logical conclusion that whether or not they take this all the way with the enemy, one can assuredly NOT accept to be dominated by a counter-culture to our own.

As for "Satanists" who aspire to beliefs such as "Socialism", "Leftism" and so forth, this is done based on "liberal" standards and belief in rights to freedom. But Satanism, however you cut it, is based on the perception of strength, might, natural justice, and spiritual knowledge, founding beliefs that are easily
understandable. In other words, one cannot aspire to "Satanism" which is by definition anti-morality of the Abrahamic faiths, and just preach what is effectively a politically spawned content that came directly from the Bible of abrahamism.

As Marcus Eli Ravage said, "Jesus was the First Socialist" and to take this one step further, "Jesus" was also an archetype of Communism. People well versed in these things, aside the evident logic, do understand this concept.

You cannot be a "Satanist" and just preach the same New Age bullshit about how "Everyone is equal" and how "We are all meant to be equal" or to "equalize nature". Revolution against abrahamism implies that one has ditched these corny lying moralities to start telling some honest things to themselves.

Any Satanist who also is Theistic or at least accepts and understands Satan existing under any form, should understand, even in psychological and otherwise standardization (this again has levels to it) that those who invented lies about Satan, the defamation campaign about Satanism, and making Satanists look like criminal freaks come from three backgrounds: christians, muslims, and jews.

The reason you cannot walk around freely, proud in your allegiance with Satan, is essentially boiling down to abrahamism, aka, the three things mentioned above. And insofar Satanists bicker over bullshit, these factions are going to win, and impose a second Middle Ages into this world, in which all, despite of how much ass you have kissed in the process and pretended to be open minded, you will end up in a prison cell or dead, too.

As for those who do not understand the above, good luck trying to explain to a terrorism Imam that your mindset and intellectual ideas of Satan are just representations of a reverse morality and other high IQ stuff. All you will be met with will be the machete on your head.

These three religious factions of abrahamism, in the case of the third, a racial based religious faction, have created tremendous propaganda campaigns against all we are and do to outlaw us, criminalize us, and in the case of many of us even kill us. When this is not done, they basically come in Satanism to re-implement the same thinking pattern that the traditional "Abrahamic" religions follow, to basically set people off the route to power and advancement.

Lastly, those who are in any way "Satanists" but simply do apply the verse of "Let Satan be divided amongst his own house so that he cannot stand" are of no importance to Satan. If you do not believe in him, as ironically, all the Satanists of importance do either secretly or openly have admitted to do, still rejecting this fact, you still do one fatal mistake: You are being stupid.
For those who consider the Joy of Satan deplorable, or just disagreeing with it, picture this scenario: Cultural war breaks out, and you are forced to have people on your side. Which one would you rather have as a Satanist? Let’s assume you are a Theistic Satanist. Wouldn't you rather have a Luciferian, or a Theistic Satanist, or a JoS Satanist, rather than a Hebrew, an Imam, or yet another Xian fundamentalist? We are talking absolutely basic common sense here.

Do you have to like us? Definitely not. Do you have to join us? Again, definitely not. Do you have to espouse our ideals by some sort of force? No again. Do you have to recognize that we have common enemies despite all things? Yes, by all means, you have. This is an obligation that comes from the outside and you have no control over. You can shove your head into the sand and ignore this, or you can accept it and move forward.

Those who think that "Satanism" or other forms of thought and inquiry into the "Other side" of life are safeguarded and you're safe, then you are an idiot.
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